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Water Cans…

did you

hear? the

jerry cans

have BEEN

REPLACED!

no way! I

don’t believe

it. you’d better

call somebody

and find out

for sure!

well,

that’s

good.

But we need

five gallon

water cans.

ask him

about that!

It’s ok! we can order

either a green plastic

one, NSN 7240-01-365-

5317 or the sand

colored plastic can,

NSN 7240-00-089-3827.

“he says That’ll only create a

mess of cancelled paperwork

and a backlog in the supply

system.”

No! ask if we

can contnue

to requisition

jerry cans,

anyways?!

who keeps

ordering those

dadblamed

jerry cans?!

can you help

me? I’m trying

to order the

old water

jerry can.

the nsn?

7240-00-

242-6153.

stardate 23245.3...

the starship nosurprise

streaks across the cosmos

at warp speed..

captain sirk...

I have a

visual on an

unidentified ship!

put it

on screen,

tusu, highest

magnification!

they’ve been

cancelled…

…and all

FED LOG

information

has been

deleted.

…without

replace-

ment…

my name is

windspock.

our ship

patrols

outer space

in a

constant

search for

signs of

trouble.

this is a story

I think you

should hear!
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It’s a zolon ship,

sir… seems they have

a problem. they’re

running on impulse

power only.

photon torpedoes

and phasers

standing by, sir.

thank you,

checkoff.

Sensor readings tell

us they need engine

lubrication!

got it,

wind-

spock.

the captain of

the zolon ship

reports a

complete system

breakdown!

…the crew

is injured.

sound the

red alert,

Lieutenant

Alhura!

aye, aye,

captain.

transporter

room… beam

their crew

directly to

sickbay!

Scotchie…

download

their ship’s

maintenance

logs!

they need our immediate

assistance! their warp

engines are almost at

critical mass!

what are

their chances,

windspock?

not good,

sir! their

engines are

about to…

...explode!
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the alien crew

has been beamed

aboard, captain.

they’re in

sickbay, now.

good! let’s see

if we can get

some answers

from them.

th- thank

you for your

help, captain.

we don’t…

know what…

happened…

everything

…seemed to

go wrong.

my tricorder readings

show their injuries

are only superficial,

captain.

…we’ve got

to learn why

the zolon ship

blew up!

come with me, wind-

spock... maybe scotchie

has some answers from

their ship’s logs.

sure, an’ the

answers are clear

enough, captain. their

logs show a complete

lack o’ preventive

maintenance.

how so,

scotchie?

it seems that the

warp engines were

not lubricated, nor

treated for corrosion.

this caused a

breach in the

warp core…

…which caused the

shield generators

to overload…

and

that led

to…

that’s

good,

bonz,

but…
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…their

logs showed

that they

ignored their

maintenance

schedule.

which reminds me… do

a level one diagnostic

right now. let’s make

sure the nosurprise

is in tip top shape.

don’t

worry, sir…

we’ll have

‘er fine-tuned

in no time!

go to it,

scotchie!

I always

depend on you

and the crew!

that’s it...

check care-

fully for

any signs of

corrosion.

Captain… we’re

being hailed by a

zolon battleship!

they’re in attack

mode!

“Listen for any

strange noises

coming from the

engine… could

mean trouble.”

“look for any

Foreign object

damage”

“Check all fuel lines and

filters for dirt buildup.”

all hands

…this is the

captain.

I want pm

checks

performed

on all ship’s

systems.

no need

for further

explanations,

scotchie…

the culprit

was lack 

of pm.
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calm down, zolon

commander… no

need for an inter-

stellar incident.

your crew is okay.

we apologize

for our accusa-

tions, captain. we

have all learned

a valuable

lesson!

true,

captain

sirk…

too true.

federation

 starship… I

demand to know

why you destroyed

our research

vessel!

This is Captain James

t. Sirk of the starship

nosurprise. Zolon

commander, your

anger is noted…

but misplaced.

they are resting

comfortably in

our sickbay. their

lives were put in

danger…through

their own fault!

they suffered a

warp core breach 

because they failed

to do proper

preventive

maintenance.

a rusty rotor

or a lack of

lubricant can

be as deadly as a

photon torpedo!

Thank you, captain

sirk. a successful

mission is impossible

without good

preventive

maintenance.

yours was the

only ship close

to our vessel

when it exploded.

what happened?

where are our

men… the crew?
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Mechanics, just because the Kiowa engine deck’s upper and lower oil drain tubes
are out of sight, don’t put them out of mind. You still have to keep them unplugged.

The tubes allow excess oil and condensation to drain off from the transmission
and engine. 

If bugs and dirt stop up the
tubes, oil, fluid and condensation
runoff will back up and overflow
the scupper. The liquid overflow
will leak into the AN/ARC-201
radio set’s breather holes and short
it out. Then your communications
are shut down.

To keep the tubes free to drain,
clean ‘em like it says in Para 4-4-
15 of TM 1-1520-248-23. Replace
them if draining doesn’t work.

Oil on
avionics?

Check for clogged
oil drain tubes

[sheesh!]

look at the oil on

the engine deck!

must be a bunch

of bugs and dirt in

the drain tubes!

that must be

why The radio’s

not working.

huh?

how d’you

figure

that?

so that’s the

real story of

the lost mission

of zolon

there is a

lesson for

all of you

out there…

…one’s that as

important today as it

was yesterday and

will be tomorrow.

It’s a

message

that we

should

never

forget

OH-58D…

no matter

how good the

equipment or how

advanced the

technology…

good preven-

tive maintenance

is critical for

uninterrupted

performance!

without PM your

mission is doomed.

You certainly won’t

go where no one

has gone before!
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